Langley Park School for Girls
Headteacher: Ms Katie Scott

December 2019
Dear Candidate
Thank you in your interest in Langley Park School for Girls. We are a high achieving non-selective girls’
comprehensive school in South London (Beckenham) that has a mixed Sixth Form. We are highly
ambitious for all our students who achieve extremely highly. Results in the last five years have put us
at the top of Bromley non-selective schools, and in 2019 we achieved an ALPS2 and an estimated P8
score of 0.81.
Students and staff enjoy positive relationships and student conduct is almost without exception,
exemplary. Staff often comment that the reason they enjoy working here is because they can focus on
our core purpose of facilitating engaging learning experiences.
We have exciting developments underway that include:


A within curriculum, mixed age enrichment programme



A personalised CPD programme that delegates autonomy and trust to staff to focus on their
developmental priorities (this is made possible by a two week October half-term).



A commitment to ensure that the curriculum and associated activities develop the LPGS
characteristics of:
Creativity, Teamwork, Leadership, Determination, Problem Solving and Global Citizenship.
Activities to support this include residentials in the UK and globally.

If you are committed to unlocking the potential of all students and to empower them to become the
leaders of tomorrow; are committed to being the best you can be, and working in a collaborative way to
learn from and support others; and have a good sense of humour (a pre-requisite of working with
teenagers), please do apply.
If you interested in visiting the school in advance of applying, do get in touch and we will do our best to
accommodate this request.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully

Ms Katie Scott
Headteacher
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